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Privacy-Aware Profiling and Statistical Data
Extraction for Smart Sustainable Energy Systems

Huang Lin and Yuguang Fang

Abstract—The growing population and global warming have
been calling for more effective energy usage, which have stimu-
lated the emergence of smart sustainable energy technology. The
distinct feature of this newly emerging technology is the incorpo-
ration of advanced information and communication technologies
(ICT), which collects more detailed information on how energy
is generated, distributed, and consumed. Various smart metering
technologies have also been proposed to support the optimization
on sustainable energy usage. Despite the obvious benefits of these
technologies, people may still hesitate to adopt them because
of possible privacy breach. On the other hand, we observe that
the major target information for making the sustainable energy
system smart is the aggregated statistics of energy usage, not the
full detailed usage profiles which would compromise customers’
privacy. Thus, how to design schemes to collect aggregated statis-
tics while preserving customers’ privacy becomes an important
research problem. In this paper, we propose two schemes to deal
with this problem. The first one can support dynamic profiling,
which can extract aggregated statistical information without
compromising individual privacy. The second one aims to extract
correlation information among various factors for the smart
system design and can also be used as an underlying tool for
baseline inference and association rule mining.

Index Terms—Privacy, smart grid, smart sustainable energy, dy-
namic profiling.

I. INTRODUCTION

S USTAINABLE energy technology has attracted a great
deal of attention due to the tremendous population growth

and global warming. Various novel concepts such as “smart
grid,” “smart home,” “smart city,” etc., have been proposed. A
notable feature of the newly emerging “smart” sustainable en-
ergy technology is the incorporation of advanced information
and communication technologies (ICT). In the newly pro-
posed smart grid, a novel communication network supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) has been proposed to
facilitate more fine-grained information collection on energy
consumption, and exert more control on the individual energy
usage. The wide deployment of low cost portable sensing and
metering devices and the advancements of mobile smartphone
technologies will further accelerate the incorporation of ICT
in developing efficient sustainable energy systems. It is en-
visioned that a large amount of information will be collected
and processed by using those metering and mobile computing
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devices deployed in the sustainable energy usage systems,
such as home energy systems, microgrids, vehicular storage
systems, etc. The collected information could be either related
to detailed individual energy consumption patterns [1], [2],
or information on individual behavioral patterns such as the
detailed position or speed of an individual vehicle [3], [4], or
home energy consumption habits and profiles [2]. Obviously,
the ICT can not only help regularly and interactively provide
profiling and forecasting for effective energy generation and
distribution to optimize the demand and response matching in
the short term, but also help researchers and future designers of
sustainable energy systems to better understand either the pros
and cons of the current city planning systems [4] or the psy-
chological and behavioral rationales behind individual energy
usage patterns [2], [5], [6], which could further result in more
efficient sustainable energy system design methodologies.
However, despite the potential benefits of these technologies,

people are still hesitating in adopting them due to the concern
of privacy leakage [7]. The worry about losing privacy is partly
due to the fact that the customers do not know in what manner
the data aggregator deals with the collected individual data pro-
file for energy usage. It has been noted that the target collected
information useful for efficient sustainable energy system de-
sign is mostly about the aggregated statistical data, such as the
aggregated or average data, which can already provide solid suf-
ficient information for making good decision and improving the
effectiveness of sustainable energy systems. For instance, the
knowledge on the general correlation between the household
temperature and the customer energy consumption is enough
for a regional manager of a smart grid to capture the energy
consumption fluctuation due to the temperature change [8]. To
enable the designers of a sustainable energy system to better un-
derstand the needs, attitudes, motives and behaviors of energy
consumers, researchers [9], [10] have already proposed various
systems in collecting statistical information on the relationship
between the social characteristics such as socio-economic struc-
ture, and the relevant energy usage patterns. For instance, re-
searchers have attempted to identify the correlation between the
customers’ social background [9], such as income, age, educa-
tional background, family structure, household size, race, user
skills, individual habits and political beliefs and social values
or norms the customers cherish and the level of “sustainable
life style” they adopt. A research conducted in 2006 [11] at-
tempted to figure out the correlation between how users form the
energy-consciousness and how people alternate exactly which
parts of their homes, such as their bathrooms, or bedrooms, etc.,
when they move into their new homes. When an aggregator at-
tempts to understand what kinds of social norms or behavioral
patterns are the driving forces for individuals to do whatever
they are doing with energy usage, the privacy issues become
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much more prominent than ever. People are generally reluctant
to let others dig into their daily life and figure out what they are
actually thinking about without a stringent privacy guarantee
[6]. This, combined with the smart metering technology, which
has already been deemed as a dangerous privacy breach of one’s
daily life [12], makes the privacy-aware profiling (or simply
private profiling) and forecasting design especially challenging
and intriguing.
Since the aggregated statistics are really the target for the de-

sign of sustainable energy systems, this paper focuses on pro-
viding more effective and efficient technology for dynamic pri-
vacy-aware profiling, i.e., collecting the target statistical infor-
mation without compromising the privacy of the individuals
who submit information. In other words, to overcome the “fear
roots on ignorance” effect on profiling, the target statistical in-
formation should be well defined and publicly known before the
profiling starts. People might be more willing to participate in
the profiling process provided that they are aware of and have
control over what kind of statistical information are leaked to
others. There should be even more incentive for individuals to
participate and provide honest responses in the profiling espe-
cially when the target statistical information benefits them, for
example, the statistical information with regard to energy con-
sumption behavioral patterns could help provide educated ad-
vices on how they can save their energy consumption at home.
Due to the inherited unpredictability of its variables, the pro-

filing and forecasting for sustainable energy systems are highly
dynamic and thus tricky. Indeed, when the grid operators [7] in
The Netherlands were asked to define their goals on what kinds
of information they request to accomplish their profiling, they
found it very difficult to provide a specific definition. The under-
lying reason is that the optimization of a smart grid sometimes
might depend on certain information which is almost impos-
sible to predict such as the room temperature, or the socio-eco-
nomical background of future residents in a concerned area [1].
Census is one of the most commonly used forms when it comes
down to the social or economic research on the customer pro-
filing due to its flexibility and ability to adjust to a highly dy-
namic system. Using census allows a data aggregator to define
the concrete profiling goal on the fly. The questions of a census
can be designed independently of the categories of users, which
is essentially highly dynamic and impossible to predict.
The existing profiling schemes in sustainable energy systems

[1], [7] require the grouping of metering devices according
to predetermined categories, which are difficult to adjust to
the frequently changing and unpredictable attributes such as
customers’ ages, locations, time, demographics, or individual
behavioral patterns, or political beliefs or dynamic environ-
mental factors such as room temperature or humidity. The
current schemes [1], [7] also face challenges when the dy-
namic grouping of users rely on private customers’ social or
economical characteristics such as their incomes or locations
which could raise serious privacy concerns because they are
difficult to gather in the first place, let alone grouping the users
according to those data. Besides, even without considering
those issues, the rekeying operations for secure information
management when changing meter groups are highly costly in
the current schemes, and hence could bring significant incon-
venience to the customers, which will further lower the users’
willingness to participate.

In this paper, we propose two schemes to deal with this
problem. Our schemes enable a data aggregator to extract
the statistical information without relying on any regrouping
operations, and hence are suitable for dynamic profiling. The
proposed schemes employ the privacy-aware census (or simply
private census) [13] as the underlying tool. The first private
census scheme can enable an aggregator to extract the sum-
mation information from the submitted individual responses,
which could privately answer the statistical question in the
form as “What is the total energy consumption when the home
temperature is 25 C?” Since the correlation among various
variables is vital for the design of sustainable energy tech-
nology [8]–[10], we further propose the second pattern oriented
privacy-aware profiling scheme. It intends to efficiently extract
the intersection information, which can answer the query in
the form as a conjunction “How many more percent of users
consume how much energy on average when they satisfy both
the following conditions: have an annual income larger than
100 000 dollars AND the room temperature is 25 C?” The
latter scheme could further serve as an underlying tool for pri-
vate baseline inference and data mining association rule when
it is combined with the former scheme. Associate rule mining
was proposed by Agrawal et al. [14], which targets to discover
interesting relationships between variables in large databases to
facilitate marketers to develop customized marketing strategies
[15]. We believe the associate rule mining will benefit the
energy policy makers and designers in the long term.

II. RELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTION

Private smart metering. One of the major focuses of research
on the privacy issue in smart grid is to design private billing
schemes based on the detailed private information collected
from smart metering devices. Most of these schemes focus
on collecting aggregated energy consumption data from an
individual customer without the leakage of the detailed energy
consumption information of this consumer. The current private
billing schemes intend either to reduce the implementation
cost [16] or to introduce extra privacy mechanism such as
differential privacy [17], [18] to the billing system. None of
the existing schemes consider the privacy-aware profiling issue
across different metering devices.
Behavior and smart grid. A thorough survey on the relation-

ship between customer behaviors and the sustainable energy
technology can be found in [6]. Researchers have made signifi-
cant efforts on investigating how customer energy consumption
behaviors can be affected by their psychological and socio-eco-
nomical backgrounds, and how the customer behaviors can in
turn affect sustainable energy systems. Albeit privacy issue [6]
has been considered imperative when the social profiling meets
the sustainable energy technology, very few results can be found
in this direction.
Private social profiling for smart grid. The wide range of im-

plementation and deployment of smart grid technology, such
as smart metering, expects much more involved users and a
better understanding of end users behaviors, which could fur-
ther serves as a vital feedback for the analysis of smart grid sys-
tems. An interesting privacy friendly aggregated protocol for
smart grid was proposed by Kursawe et al. [1]. The proposed
protocol provides a private aggregation protocol for data col-
lected from the smart metering devices. The protocol relies on
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a predefined grouping of users, which might not be practical for
customer profiling due to possible privacy concerns and the es-
sentially dynamical and unpredictable nature of profiling. A sta-
tistical linear regression scheme [1] was mentioned to estimate
the aggregation data for an arbitrary group. However, the statis-
tical estimation method relies on a priori knowledge on some
unknown parameters such as the exact number of metering de-
vices belonging to an arbitrary group, which itself might be the
target information and thus difficult to obtain in the first place.
Besides, the statistical estimation approach based on the aggre-
gation data of all system users might fail to provide estimation
for a specific group with enough accuracy due to the limited
input information.
Our Contribution. Our protocol avoids relying on the

re-grouping of users by simply letting an aggregator publish
a private census which can adjust to any kind of investigation
purpose, and guarantee the aggregator can only extract the
targeted statistical information without any extra individual
information and thus reduce the cumbersome communication
overhead due to rekeying operations for grouping. To improve
the performance of a general census scheme, we provide
an improved pattern oriented privacy-aware survey scheme
aiming to efficiently extract the choices made by most users
simultaneously. The simultaneously chosen answer can serve
as an important tool for the system designer to discover the
underlying principle that runs the whole sustainable energy
system. Aside from being useful in the private profiling in smart
grid, the proposed scheme can also be applied to the private
information aggregation for other applications [3].

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We first present the system model in which our private pro-
filing schemes are developed. Our protocol aims to provide pri-
vate profiling solution for smart metering assisted sustainable
energy systems such as home electricity, water, gas, smart vehi-
cles, etc. We note that smart metering devices could either refer
to home smart metering devices or metering devices attached
to their appliances, or the on-board unit devices [19] connected
to the GPS in vehicles. There are three parties in our system:
metering devices, individual users, and aggregators. The user
is referring to a user with computing agents such as the user’s
smart phone, or a software provided by a third party trusted by
the user just as in most of the recent private billing systems
[20], [16] for smart metering. The protocol guarantees the in-
dividual’s privacy, which means the aggregator is only allowed
to collect statistical information predefined and agreed upon by
the involved users before the profiling system is started. The sta-
tistical information should not only indicate the specific target
statistical information, i.e., such as “How many more percent
of users consume how much energy on average when they sat-
isfy both the following conditions: have an annual income larger
than 100 000 dollarsAND the room temperature is 25 C?,” but
also how the received information will be used, e.g., whether it
will be publicly released or as a reference for policy decision
making. The latter information can serve as a reference for a
user to decide whether to participate in the profiling or not. The
system also provides a mechanism to verify the correctness of
users’ responses which can be deduced from the metering data.
For example, the integrity of a user’s response can be guaran-
teed when he is asked about his energy consumption during a

certain time period because the data can be deduced from the
detailed metering data.
The system time is divided into fixed time periods. At the

beginning of each period, each user, either a new customer or
an existing one, registers to the system and obtains a private
key by running the secret key distribution protocol to be in-
troduced. The total number of system users is assumed to stay
unchanged during a time period. During each time period, the
aggregator can publish multiple censuses either simultaneously
or separately to each individual user, who will encrypt his re-
sponse under his private key and return the ciphertext to allow
the aggregator to extract the target statistical information. We
note that a registered user can either choose to participate or
not. Each question in the published census will be identified by
a unique index , which is publicly known to each individual in
the system. The aggregator can either release the statistical in-
formation or make a decision based on the received information
according to the predefined design objective. Compared with
the original aggregation protocol [1], the proposed model has
the benefit that users do not have to exchange information with
each other each time when the aggregator wishes to collect ag-
gregated data. Users only need to communicate with others at
the beginning of a time period, and then are only required to de-
liver the responses to the aggregator for the rest of time period.
This will save the users tremendous efforts especially when the
census is frequently conducted.

IV. PRELIMINARY: SECRET KEY DISTRIBUTION

Before we present our schemes, we first briefly discuss the
preliminary materials. At the beginning of each time period,
each of the users gets a private key used for the subsequent
private census schemes. We provide two kinds of secret key
distribution models: semi-decentralized model and fully decen-
tralized model. These two models correspond to the interactive
protocol and the Diffie-Hellman key-exchange based protocol
in the original aggregation scheme [1], respectively.
The first secret key distribution scheme is based on secret-

sharing scheme and selects leader users, who are trusted not to
collude with each other. The number of leader users
is a vital parameter. We note that when , the proposed se-
cret key distribution scheme can be considered as a joint zero
secret sharing scheme [21], which corresponds to the fully de-
centralized model. The semi-decentralized model corresponds
to the case when . At the beginning of each time period ,
each user delivers an encrypted share to the leaders, who then
computes the final shares such that all shares sum to zero to-
gether. We assume that the public keys for the leader
users are certified and published to the rest of users just as
in [1] such that the share could be safely delivered to the leader
users through encryption. The individual user will keep the
added shares as his private key in the specific time period.
The private key will be used to mask the users’ response and en-
sure the aggregator can only get the predefined target statistical
information. Formally, the secret key distribution scheme runs
as follows:
1) To generate masking values, each user computes
random values . It then encrypts under
the public keys for the leaders whose identities are

, respectively (without loss of generality we
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assume the first users are the leaders). The set of en-
crypted shares will be sent to the respective leader users.
The encrypted shares can also be first transferred to the
aggregator and then re-delivered to the leader users as in
[1].

2) Each leader collects shares
, and computes its own share such that the summation
of all shares is equal to 0, i.e., , where
is a Diffie-Hellman prime number, which will be further
used in the subsequent private census schemes.

3) Finally, each user adds all his shares as
his private key . We note that

always holds.

V. GENERAL PRIVATE CENSUS SCHEME FOR DYNAMIC
PROFILING

In the general private census scheme, an aggregator publishes
a census consisting of questions , the response
to which could be either 0 or 1, or a certain metering data
from a certain metering device. The design of the census ques-
tions depends on the concrete application scenario. For instance,
when the question intended to answer is “How much energy on
average is consumed when the house temperature is 25 C in
the next thirty minutes?,” this question can be divided into two
questions “What is the total energy consumption when the home
temperature is 25 C?” and “How many homes have a tempera-
ture at 25 C?” User can simply deliver the concrete metering
data as his answer when his home temperature is indeed set
at 25 C, and 0 otherwise. For the second question, he just an-
swers 1 if his home temperature is set at 25 C and 0 otherwise.

encrypts his answer (i.e., response) for each question
as follows: for the binary answer , or simply

encrypts the respective answer as , where
is a public hash function modeled as a random oracle. When the
respective answer is a metering data , the encrypted
answer forms as . The reason for the “special
treatment” of the metering data related answer will be obvious
when the user is required to prove the correctness of his answer
to be introduced later.
For the first case, the aggregator, upon receiving those en-

crypted messages, will compute the aggregated encrypted an-

swer as . The masking
value due to the private key is canceled out since
holds. For the binary answer, the aggregator can simply compare

with the number in . For the answer related
to the metering data, the aggregator can still compute the an-

swer for each question by comparing

with the number in , where Min and Max
denote the minimum and maximum individual metering data,
respectively. We note that the difference between Min and Max
is assumed to be not too large since our major concern is on pro-
tecting the aggregated individual detailed energy consumption
data [12] in a short time interval, in which the individual privacy
is most likely to be breached from his answer if without a pro-
tection mechanism. Hence, can be efficiently computed
by the comparison approach.
The security of the general census scheme can be stated in the

following result.

Theorem 1: Assuming that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman as-
sumption holds in group , and that the hash function is a
random oracle, then the only useful information the aggregator
can obtain through the general census scheme is the targeted ag-
gregated statistical information for dynamic profiling.

Proof: Our proposed general census scheme can be
viewed as a combination of the underlying secret key dis-
tribution scheme and the distributed summation protocol
(without the additional noise ) proposed by Shi et al. [18].
We guarantee the general census scheme satisfies the “en-
crypt-once security” condition by using different index for
each question. Therefore, we have or , the
tuple would not appear twice in the
encryption query. Our general census scheme replaces the trust
dealer in the original construction [18] by the secret key distri-
bution scheme. Therefore, the proposed general census scheme
can guarantee the only information the aggregator obtains is
the targeted summation as long as the underlying secret key
distribution is secure and the distributed summation protocol
is aggregator oblivious under random oracle. The security of
both protocol can be reduced to the decisional Diffie-Hellman
assumption.
This general census scheme can be directly applied to fa-

cilitate the dynamic profiling. Take the above “average energy
when home temperature is 25 C in the next 30 minutes” as
an example, the existing data aggregation schemes [1] would
either require the pre-grouping of users according to the house-
hold temperature or using statistical linear regression based on
the aggregated data of all users and the number of homes with
a temperature at 25 C. The former solution is basically infea-
sible since the re-keying operation would be highly costly. Our
solution can provide the exact answer for this type of dynamic
profiling issue while the accuracy of the latter estimation ap-
proach is poor.
Although the general private census scheme can serve as a

powerful tool for dynamic profiling, it still leaves a large amount
of information out of the picture. Let us consider a census with
three binary questions A, B, and C. A direct application of the
general census scheme can tell the aggregator about the number
of users choosing 1 for each question. However, compared with
the Venn diagram on the right side, we can observe that the in-
formation related to the intersection of those questions are left
outside of picture by this direct application. One might argue
that the aggregator can simply publish four extra questions of
conjunction form such as “how many users choose 1 for ques-
tion A AND B simultaneously” or “how many users choose 1
for question A AND B AND C simultaneously” to cover all the
regions in the Venn diagram. However, this is apparently not a
practical solution since the question list size could expand ex-
ponentially.
We notice that the missing information in the general census

scheme is substantial for the study of relationship between var-
ious variables in the system. Take the relationship between en-
ergy consumption and home temperature as an example. Sup-
pose that the aggregator wishes to find out themost likely energy
interval when the home temperature is in a certain interval. A
trivial solution using the general private census scheme is shown
as follows: the aggregator first divides the energy consumption
range into intervals , and the
temperature range into levels .
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Fig. 1. The loss of statistical information in the general census scheme.

Then the posed question can form as “Is your energy consump-
tion data in AND when the home tem-
perature is ?” Apparently, there will be

questions in the posed questions. The question list will
expand dramatically when extra private or dynamic variables
such as income or location, are introduced in the above target
question. Even without considering the conjunction question
between various variables as introduced in the Venn diagram
example, there are already where is the fine-grain
level for each variable. The size of the question list will expand
dramatically when the conjunction questions between different
variables are also considered. Since the individual overhead is
dependent on the size of the question list, which would render
the trivial solution infeasible in the above scenario.
One might argue that the aggregator could simply choose the

conjunction questions that he thinks is interested in to exert con-
trol on the expansion of the census question list. This leads to
another question: how does the aggregator know which ques-
tions he should be interested in when he has little or even no
a priori information on the underlying pattern of the variables
involved. In the following section, we provide a solution for
the pattern oriented private census scheme aiming to extract the
intersection pattern of the majority of users. The information
will serve as a reference to help the aggregator to accomplish
a more thorough and effective pattern profiling compared with
the trivial solution.

VI. PATTERN ORIENTED CENSUS SCHEME

The pattern oriented private census scheme aims to provide
the aggregator the ability to find out which choices in the ques-
tion space are simultaneously selected by multiple users in the
system. We first present a scheme in which the choices will
pop out in the aggregated result when they are simultaneously
chosen by all users. Then we show how this scheme can be
transformed into a system in which the intersection of choices
can be detected even only more than a threshold number of
users select them simultaneously. Our proposed pattern oriented
private census scheme is modified from the private informa-
tion extraction scheme proposed by Lin et al. [13]. Compared
with the trivial solution which could have excessive overheads,
the proposed pattern oriented census scheme only has overhead
of linear growth, which is dependent on the summation of the
fine-grain levels for all variables. In other words, the individual
overhead depends on .
The basic scheme incorporates the polynomial represen-

tation technique from [22] and the general private census
scheme together. We take the polynomial representation for
the intersection of two sets as an example to introduce the
basic idea for polynomial representation technique. Given

a set can be represented as a polynomial
in a polynomial ring con-

sisting of all polynomials with coefficients from the ring .
In here, appears in the set iff , where “ ”
means “divisible.” The intersection of two sets is
defined as the set in which each element that both appear
in and . Let and be two sets of equal size, and
and be their polynomial representations, respectively.

The polynomial representation of as:
where , where is the set of
random polynomials with degree no lower than the degree of
and denotes the degree of the polynomial .

It has been shown in Theorem 2 in [22] that if each player
inputs a polynomial representing ’s set , then the mere
information the third party can extract from the polynomial

is the intersection information , where
is a random polynomial with degree . In our

proposed basic pattern oriented private census scheme, each
user represents his choices as a polynomial and then random-
izes the polynomial representation with a random polynomial
just as in the above polynomial representation technique. Then
he can encrypt the resulting polynomial coefficients as in the
general private census scheme. The security of the general
private census scheme can guarantee that the aggregator can
only obtain the summation of the randomized polynomial,
which only represents the intersection of choices according to
Theorem 2 in [22]. The concrete scheme is formally stated as
follows.
There are three phases in our scheme. In the first phase, the

aggregator broadcasts the pattern oriented census to users. We
provide a toy example here for better illustration and the goal
of the aggregator is to find out the correlations among the fol-
lowing few variables: “The average home energy consumption
in a certain region,” “the income,” “age,” “education: college
or not.” The aggregator first divides the range of the above vari-
ables into several intervals. For example, he can divide the “age”
into 20 intervals as “ [15], [19],” “ [20], [24],” etc. Here the min-
imum and maximum are 15 and 114, and the fine-grain level is
20. The census questions consist of all the intervals for those
variables and the respective question index . We note that the
variable could also be binary such as the question with regard
to the last variable “education: college or not” is binary, and the
respective fine-grain level is 2. However, different from the gen-
eral census scheme, the answer to the binary question should be
either or , where is the question index, rather than using
1 or 0 as an answer. The reason is that there could be multiple
binary questions and this is the only way to distinguish them
in the final aggregated result. The census could also consist of
another independent question as “are you willing to participate
in this question?,” which will be useful in the threshold deci-
sion case to be introduced. We notice that all the questions in
the census must be attached with a unique index , and all the
indexes should be different from the bounds of the intervals to
avoid confusion, which is easy to do.
Let denote a cyclic group of prime order in which de-

cisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) is hard. Let de-
note a public hash function. Assuming there are variables,
each of which will be either represented as interval choices
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or a binary question. We first
deal with the scenario where all the users deliver their real an-
swers.
For question , the answer of user could

be either an interval or the respective
index , or . Without loss of generality, we assume
the first questions are binary questions and the rest
questions are interval questions. The answer is represented as a
set ,
and then further computes the polynomial

.

Then chooses a random -degree polynomial over

the ring and multiplies two polynomials .

Then for each coefficient com-
putes the following ciphertext , where

. At the end of each round, the individual ciphertext
is submitted to the aggregator.

At the end of each census, the aggregator collects all
the individual ciphertext

. For each , it is easy to
compute . The target polyno-

mial is .

corresponds to the target intersection information. If
everyone selects an answer , either it is an index or an
interval, we would have . In order to find
out which choice or index in the question list is the
intersection of choices, the aggregator only needs to check
whether holds as follows: for each ,
given , the aggregator checks whether

holds. Indeed,

holds if and only if holds.
The above scheme only reveals to the aggregator the inter-

vals or the indexes which are chosen by all the users. The re-
quirement for the above intersection information might be too
stringent. A practical question generally forms as “more than
a certain percent of users consume a certain amount of energy
on average in a certain region AND have an income of certain
amount AND the age range AND have been educated in col-
lege.” In other words, we need to provide the aggregator about
the pattern of the majority users rather than all the users. In the
following scheme, we assume there are only users who will
provide their real answers, and the others serve as the shadow
users whose sole function is to hide the identities of the users
providing real answers among them. The above scheme should
be modified as follows.
At the first stage, there is an extra question in the form of

“are you willing to participate in this question?” This question
is treated as an independent general census question attached to
the pattern oriented census scheme. The user who provides the
real answer generates the answer set and the respective polyno-
mial representation exactly as in the above scheme. However,
should choose a random -de-

gree polynomial over the ring to master his polyno-
mial representation. In other words, the randomized polynomial
for each individual is of degree

. The rest shadow users not
providing the real answers simply choose all indexes and the
intervals in the question list as his answer (whose polynomial
representation is of degree ) and choose
a random polynomial as the mask poly-
nomial. Since the answer for those shadow users are basically
the whole question space, then the intersection of the answers
for all the users provides the real answer and the answers of
the shadow users are basically the intersection answers for the
users. We note for the general census question, those in the
users answer 1, and the others will answer 0. This modified

pattern oriented census scheme provides the aggregator a more
relaxed version of intersection answer, which only corresponds
to the of system users.
The security of the proposed pattern oriented private census

scheme can be stated as follows.
Theorem 2: Assuming that the decisional Diffie-Hellman

(DH) assumption holds in the group , and that the hash
function is a random oracle and the underlying polynomial
representation securely represents the intersection information,
then the proposed pattern oriented private census scheme can
guarantee that the only information the aggregator obtains is
the targeted intersection of answers of all users or the users
who respond to the census.

Proof: Our proposed pattern oriented census scheme
can be viewed as a combination of the underlying secret key
distribution scheme and the intersection information extractor
proposed by Lin et al. [13]. We guarantee the private census
scheme satisfies the “encrypt-once security” condition by using
different index for each partial ciphertext. Therefore, we have

, the tuple would not appear twice in the
encryption query. This would guarantee the aggregator only
obtains the summation of the polynomial coefficients as long
as decisional DH assumption holds in the underlying group.
By the identical security argument in the intersection extractor
scheme, the aggregator only obtains the targeted intersection
information as long as the polynomial representation technique
is secure. Hence, we can conclude the proof if the underlying
secret key distribution protocol is reduced to the decisional DH
assumption.
The above solution gives the aggregator little control over

the threshold since it totally depends on the number of users
willing to provide the real answers. However, the aggregator
might wish to exert more control on . We propose using anony-
mous communication as a solution for this scenario. At the be-
ginning of the system, upon the aggregator publishing his pri-
vate pattern census, the individual user can submit a sign in-
dicating his willingness to provide the real answer through the
anonymous communication channel. The aggregator counts the
number of users willing to answer correctly until it reaches his
preset threshold , and publishes a message stating that the
number of users is enough and stops users from sending more
positive sign. Then they run the modified pattern census just
as introduced in the above paragraph. The user who submits a
positive sign provides the real answer, while the others act as
shadow users.
The pattern oriented private census scheme can be viewed as

a filter for the subsequent census. The aggregator can roughly
obtain an answer to the following conjunction question: “
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percent of users have property 1 AND property 2, etc.” through
the modified pattern oriented private census scheme. Using this
information as an indication, the aggregator can further design
a more specific census to investigate exactly how much per-
centage of the users have those properties simultaneously. We
note that the question list would consist of much fewer questions
since the aggregator can now only focus on investigating a small
portion of intersection property of much more significant impli-
cation rather than probing blindly in all the intersection space
which could be of exponential size.

VII. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY ESTIMATION AND
ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

The proposed pattern oriented private census scheme com-
bined with the general census scheme can serve as a powerful
tool for computing baseline inference such as conditional prob-
ability and a more sophisticated application such as association
rule mining.
The threshold pattern oriented census scheme provides an ag-

gregated answer such as “more than 30% users consume 100 W
per hour in a certain region AND have more than annual in-
come exceeding 100 000 dollars.” The general census scheme
proposed later can answer exactly what percentage of users have
both the above two properties, or just one of the properties. All
these answers can be pulled together to compute the conditional
probability using the equation ,
which could be vital for some classical learning technique such
as Bayesian learning.
The other application of the pattern oriented census scheme is

association rule mining. The definition for association rule can
be found in [15]:
Definition 1: Let be a set of items. Let
be a set of transactions, where each transaction is an item

set such that . Given an item set , a transaction
contains iff . An association rule is an implication of
the form where and . The
rule has support in the transaction database if
% of transactions in contain . The association rule
holds in the transaction database with confidence if % of
transactions in that contain also contains .
Association rule mining aims to figure out all rules with sup-

port and confidence higher than certain predefined threshold
support and confidence. The proposed private census schemes
can be viewed as an application of multi-party private set in-
tersection or union schemes, which is generally considered as a
powerful tool for association rule mining [23]. Hence, our pro-
posed threshold private pattern census combined with the gen-
eral private census can be directly applied to construct a private
association rule mining protocol. Assuming the confidence is ,
then the aggregator can run a threshold private pattern census
with threshold and thus find out all the and in
the question list such that and the number of the
users who choose the intersection of choices AND is .
Then, the aggregator can publish a general census to calculate
the number of users who choose the choices . The aggre-
gator will then count all the with more than number of
users assuming is the threshold for support.

VIII. CORRECTNESS OF METERING DATA

It is easy to observe that the answers or responses related to
metering data play an important role in the profiling. It is nec-
essary to provide a mechanism to ensure individual answers are
indeed “correct” according to the returned metering device data.
We propose to use the non-interactive zero knowledge proof
combined with homomorphic commitment scheme and aggre-
gated signature as the underlying tool for the verification on
the correctness of the answers. Our scheme makes the same as-
sumption as most of the smart metering based systems [1], [16]
in the sense that metering devices are tamper-resistant.
Advanced metering devices are supposed to deliver metering

data in each short period of time, such as half an hour. The
question in the census related to metering data could either
correspond to a single measurement period or measure-
ment periods. A metering device commits to metering data

for each metering time period and generates a
signature for each commitment
(We use Pedersen’s commitment scheme in here [24]). A user
collects all the commitments and the respective signatures, and

generates the commitment for the summation using
the additive homomorphic property of the commitment scheme
and the aggregate signature derived from

, where indicates the generation time of the
metering data, and is the individual signature for
each commitment.
The verification approach can be divided into two categories

dependent on the underlying secret key distribution protocols:
the semi-decentralized model and the fully decentralized model.
The verification for the semi-decentralized model is straightfor-
ward and similar to that of the interactive model in [1] and thus
is omitted. We mainly focus on the verification mechanism for
the fully decentralized model.
For the general census scheme, presents a non-

interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK) as follows.

,
where is a commitment for and
the respective open value , and is the respective question
index. The aggregator first verifies corre-
sponding to the metering device public key and then
checks whether is indeed the commitment
for and using the homomorphic property of indi-
vidual commitment , and finally checks the correctness
of NIZK. The correctness of the submitted answer is verified
when all the above verification does not fail.
As for the pattern oriented census scheme, the non-in-

teractive zero-knowledge proof is modified as follows:

, where is still a commitment

to and the respective open value . and
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are the randomization polynomials, respectively. The aggre-
gator first verifies the aggregate signature and commitment in
the same manner as in the general census scheme, and finally
checks the correctness of NIZK, which will guarantee that the
user indeed chooses the correct interval when he provides the
real answer. Both the above zero-knowledge proof schemes
can be efficiently realized by using the efficient non-interactive
proof scheme proposed in [25]. The above verification steps
can prevent the user from manipulating the metering data
related answer. The answer for other properties such as the
individual socio-economic background can still be verified by
other mechanism such as anonymous credential, which might
be more communication and computation intensive. However,
we argue that there would be little incentive for users to fabri-
cate metering data or other socio-economic background related
data because the effect of individual data has negligible impact
on the aggregated result considering the scale of the system.

IX. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate our proposed schemes. The un-
derlying secret key distribution protocol requires mes-
sages to be exchanged when it corresponds to the fully decen-
tralizedmodel. Each individual user is required to perform
public key encryptions and decryptions. When it comes to the
semi-decentralized model, the exchange messages are of size

. An individual user performs public key encryp-
tions, and the aggregator computes public key decryp-
tions. We note that the secret key distribution protocol only
needs to be executed once during the system initialization and
multiple instances of private census scheme can be run after-
wards. Each individual user sends group elements to the ag-
gregator in the general private census scheme while is required
to send group elements to the aggregator in
the pattern oriented census scheme. The general private census
scheme requires exponentiations and module multipli-
cations per user while the pattern oriented census scheme re-
quires exponentiations and multi-
plications. We note that we ignore the computational cost for
polynomial multiplication in the exponent since it is negligible
compared with the exponentiations and multiplications of group
elements. The aggregator in the general private census scheme is
required to accomplish exponentiations,
which could be further reduced to pro-
vided that the Pollard’s lambda method is applied. In the pat-
tern oriented census scheme, the aggregator needs to complete

group element multiplications and
exponentiations. It

is noteworthy that the major computation workload for the ag-
gregator introduced by the exponentiations does not depend on
the number of system users, but mostly depends on and ,
which are further determined by how the question list is formed.
We implement the two proposed private census schemes

and the underlying secret key distribution protocol. We em-
ploy the real data from a recent investigation [26] on the
relationship between energy consumption and temperature in
Sydney, Australia to test the performance of the general private
census scheme. There are totally 600 households involved in
the system. It takes roughly 10 ms to accomplish a modular

exponentiation of 1024 bit prime modular for a user with a 412
MHz smartphone. In the worst case of the proposed secret key
distribution protocol, each user needs to perform 600 public key
encryptions, which corresponds to roughly
s computations. Each user delivers two group elements to the
other user, which is of size 2 KB. We consider the aggregation
of hourly energy consumption data versus the temperature
variation in the general private census scheme. The maximum
hourly energy consumption for an individual appliance is 500
W and the minimum is about 50 W according to the data
provided by the investigation. The maximum and minimum
temperature is 10 C and 25 C, respectively. In order to
obtain the average energy consumption for each temperature
in , the aggregator needs to post a census consisting of
17 questions. Hence, to respond to the census, an individual
user needs to generate 17 answers, which corresponds to
modular exponentiation computations, which takes about

s. The data generated by the individual user
is of size KB. The aggregator will need to
perform times of
modular exponentiations to compute the average energy con-
sumption for all the possible temperature values in . The
aggregator can use a desktop to compute the average energy
consumption, and it takes roughly 0.3 ms to compute a modular
exponentiation in a modern 64-bit desktop [18]. Therefore, it
would take roughly s at most to compute
the answer for each temperature value. It is noteworthy that
the individual computation cost remains constant even if the
system users increases while the communication overhead does
grow with the number of system users.
For the proposed pattern oriented census scheme, we use the

real data from another recent investigation [27] on the relation-
ship between the state (turn on or off) of individual appliances at
home and the energy consumption at a particular time interval of
a day. There are five time intervals and six appliances according
to the investigation. Therefore, there will be six binary questions
and five interval questions in order to calculate the correlation
shown in Table I in [27], and hence and . The
grain levels for the five time intervals are 10, 30, 15, 30, 30
assuming each interval choice is in the investi-
gation. Therefore, each user needs to compute
modular exponentiations, which takes roughly

s and the individual ciphertext size is
KB. It would take the

aggregator roughly

s to calculate the intersection answer.
The individual computing time and communication overhead
dependent on and can be found in Fig. 2, and the aggre-
gator computing time dependent on and can also be found
in Fig. 3. However, the trivial approach can only reveal the an-
swer which is chosen by all the users. In order to calculate the
intersection answer chosen by users, the individual user needs
to compute modular exponenti-
ations at most, which takes roughly

s and the ciphertext size is
KB. The

computation time for the aggregator in this case is identical to
the case when , i.e., roughly, 2.4 s.
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Fig. 2. The individual computing time and communication overhead.

Fig. 3. The aggregator computing time.

X. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes two schemes to support privacy-aware
and efficient dynamic profiling and statistical data extraction
for smart sustainable energy systems. The first scheme enables
an aggregator to efficiently extract the summation information
from the submitted individual responses. The second pattern
oriented privacy-aware profiling scheme can further enable the
aggregator to efficiently extract the intersection information,
which can answer the conjunction query. We also demonstrate
how to use the latter scheme to perform private baseline infer-
ence and mining association rule through combining with the
first scheme. Since associate rule mining [14] can discover in-
teresting relationships between variables in large databases [15],
the proposed schemes are believed to be beneficial to the smart
grid energy policy andmarketing strategy design in the long run.
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